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Summary
A tracking radar is a system t o track a flying object. By using infra red cameras
and t.v. cameras, attached to the radar, we can get an image of the object. To get
2 dear picture, the tracking error, i.e. the a n g d a r deviation of the h e of sight from
the object, must by very small.
The tracking radar is controlled by the torque of the driver. It is our intention
to determine this torque so that the angular deviation stays as small as possible.
The control law, applied t o achieve this, is the based on the optimal control theory
for linear, time-invariant systems in discrete time. The control law determines a
constant torque for ech increment between two discrete points of time.
Looking at the control law, we see that the torque is determined b y the state
of the tracking radar and the trajectory the object is going t o follow in the future.
When we are tracking for example 2 plane, the trajectory in the future i s unknown.
To be able to compute the torque, we introduce a prediction of the trajectory, based
on information about the present object position, speed, acceleration, etc., using a
Taylor series expansion. The order of prediction is the number of elements taken
into account in the expansion. Using a prediction t o compute the control input gives
some increase in the tracking error, but if the order of prediction is high enough, the
tracking error can still be very small, even for trajectories of high frequency.

So far, we have assumed that the state of the radar and the quantities, necessary
for the prediction are exactly known. In practice, they won’t be. The optimal estimation theory for linear, time-invariant systems is used to estimate these quantities
from disturbed measurements, using the model of the radar and a model of the object to be tracked. The estimation theory can only be applied for trajectories of low
frequency. For high frequencies, the model is not accurate enough and gives large
estimation errors. These estimation errors lead to tracking errors that are unacceptable. For low frequencies (less than 10%of the eigenfrequency of the radar), the
tracking error can be reduced to about 3 times the resolution of the measurements.
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Introduction
days, un UhjPCt ^hsPrVed by I radIr, W I S prrsrlitrd by a det e n a screen.
The line of sight of the antenna corresponds t o the centre of the screen. The position
of the dot, relative t o the centre of the screen, represents the position of the object
in space relative t o the line of sight of the antenna.
Nowadays, radar based tracking systems, as in figure
are much more advanced. They are used t o track the object, while infra red cameras or even ordinary
t.v. cameras are used t o get a clear picture of the object. This makes it possible t o
visualy identify the object. To get a clear picture of the object, we want the error
between the line of sight of the antenna and the line of the antenna to t h e object t o
be small.
The subject of this report is the design of a control law and a state estimator
for systems tracking an object with unspecified motion. We consider discrete time
systems. The control law will define for each increment in time a constant control
input. To determine this input, the state of the system must be known. The observation law is used to estimate the state from measurements, available at every
discrete point of time.
This report is a follow-up study of the work, done by Timmermans (1990). He
derived a control law for the continous time case. The discrete control law in this
report is based on this continous time case.
The discrete control law is based upon the optimal control theory for timeinvariant linear systems. The derivation of this law is done by minimizing a quadratic
performance functional in the control input and the error, i.e. the difference between
true and desired output. By minimizing this functional, we control the system in
such a way that the true output is 'near' the desired output, without excessive control
effort expenditure.
The discrete state estimator is based upon the optimal Kalman filter theory for
time-invariant linear systems. The optimal estimator is obtained by minimizing a
quadratic functional in the estimation error, i.e. the difference between the estimated
and the real state of the system.
In Chapter 2, we derive a control law for a system if the desired output is known
a priori. The control input then depends on future values of the desired output. In
Chapter 3 , we introduce a model of the object t o be tracked. This model is used t o
predict future values of the desired output. This prediction and the control law of
Chapter 2 are combined in Chapter 4, where we determine a control law for tracking
objects with unspecified motion, using a prediction of future values of the desired
output. The tracking antenna is the topic of Chapter 5. There we will take a closer
look at the antenna and define dimensionless parameters and variables that are used
t o describe the dynamical behaviour. In Chapter 6, the results of simulations for an
antenna, tracking an object with unspecified motion, are given.
In practice, the current state of the antenna and the variables, needed to make
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a prediction of future values of the desired output are not known exactly, as we
assumed untill now. From the system, we have some measurements, which we can
use t o estimate the state and the variables. The model of the object to be tracked is
used again to make such an estimation. In Chapter 7 , we will derive an observation
theory that gives such an estimate. Chapter 8 shows the results of simulations,
where we apply both the control and observation law t o the system. Conclusions
and recomendations are the topic of Chapter 9. Additionally, Appendix H shows
some robustness tests for the system with the control and observation law. The
figures, refered t o in this report, are in Appendix I in the e x t r a book.

Chapter 2

The Discrete Tracker

Consider a linear controllable time-invariant system in discrete time with state x i ,
control input u;, output y; and sampling period At. The constant control input u;
is applied t o the system during increment [i,i i]. The equations of the system are:
for i
for i

2 io
2 io

x;+l

+
= A x i + Bui

xio = xo

y; = c x ;

where A is the discrete system matrix, B is the discrete input matrix, C is the output
matrix and x o is the initial state. Let z; for i 2 io be the desired output and let the
error ei be defined by:
ei = y;

- zi

The objective of the control strategy t o be developed is t o determine an input
ui that forces the real output yi to follow the desired output z;, i.e. we want the
error ei to be small. The control result, expressed in ei, is related to the control
effort, expressed in ui. Therefore we introduce a performance index J of the dis-

crete system in which both control result and control effort are taken into account.
The performance functional regards a period between starting time i o , which is the
present time and terminal time i , = io-tn. For the sake of readability, we use io = O.
This is merely a transformation on the time axis and has no influence on our results.
The performance of the system for a period [O, n] is determined by the functional:

J =

n

n-1

i=l

;=O

3 z { e T Q e ; } -t 3 ~ { u T R u ; }

The matrices Q and R weigh the control error and the control effort respectively.
Both Q and R may be choosen symmetric without any loss of generality. At each discrete point of time, the contribution of error and effort t o the performance functional
must be non-negative. This causes both matrices t o be a t least positive semidefinite.
Later on, the inverse of R i s needed. This requires that R is nonsingular. Succintly
we have:
Q=QT

R = R T R>O

Q20

The performance of the system is better if the value of the performance functional
J is smaller. The optimal control leads t o a minimum for J .

4
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Solution of t h e Problem

2.2

The desired balance of error and effort can b e determined by minimizing the performance index, subject to the constraints (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3). Lagrange's theorem
can be used to tackle this problem. The constraints (2.2) and (2.3) can easily be
taken into account by substitution. To take Equation (2.1) into account, a new index
J* is ir;tro&Lced:

where X;+1 is a column with Lagrange multipliers. Note that we use X ; + l , not A;.
This is done to make the solution neater. Langrange's theorem states that J can be
minimal if and only if J* is stationary: for each variation Sz, SU, SA of respectively
z, u and X the variation of J" must be zero. Because of the initial condition in
(2.1) the variation of z has t o satisfy 6x0 = O. Applying Lagrange's theorem, see
Appendix A, gives the following equations for the optimal control input u;:

for O 5 i
for 1 5 i

<n
ui = -R-lBTXi+l
(2.7)
xo = given
(2.8)
< n x;+1 = Axi - BR-'BTXi+1
for 1 5 i < n A; = ATXi+l -t CTQ{Cxi - z;} An = CTQ{Czn- zn} (2.9)
The control input u; is determined b y the Lagrange multipliers Xi+1, which, in turn,
are determined b y the Equations (2.8) and (2.9).
A characteristic feature of the system of Equations (2.8) and (2.9) is that the
system matrix, i.e. the matrix

[ c&

-BR-lBT
AT

1

(2.10)

is a Hamilton matrix. It has the property that the eigenvalues come in pairs: i€b
I IS
* an
eigenvalue, l / p is one too. This causes great troubles solving the system numerically.
Another important feature is that we are dealing with split boundary conditions: an
initial condition in z and a terminal condition in A. A suitable transformation
of variables evades the aforementioned problems. Without any restriction we may
substitute:

Xi = Pz;-t ri

(2.11)

where P is a constant, as yet unspecified matrix. Substitution in (2.8) and (2.9)
results, after some elementary calculations, in a system in zi, xi+l, P,r; and r;+1,
see Appendix B. A suitable choice of P turns out to be the symmetric, positive
definite solution of the discrete algebraic matrix Riccati equation:

P

- CTQC - ATPII t BR-l BTP]-'A = O

P = PT P L O

(2.12)
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With this choice for P we find (see Appendix B):

L. i < n ui = -Kxi - KVri+l
L. i < n
= A,xi + BgrC;+l x o = given
for O < i < n
ri = ATr;+1 + Cgzi rn = -Hzn
for O
for O

where the matrices

+ CgZn

(2.13)
(2.14)
(2.15)

Ag,By,Cg, I<, K" wzd H we defced b-7:
Y

Ag = A - B [ R + B'PB]-'B'PA
Bg = -B[R+BTPB]-1BT
C, =
K =
K" =
H =

= A + B,PA

-CTQ
[R -/- BTPB]-lBTPA = K"PA
[RfBTPB]-'BT
P-CTQC

(2.16)
(2.17)
(2.18)
(2.19)
(2.20)
(2.21)

We are interested in control input u0 = - K z o - K"r1. To determine T I , we must
solve Equations (2.14) and (2.15). The solution of Equation (2.15) is given by:
for O

+

< i 5 n ri = -@:-iHxn

n-i

<PkCgZ;+k

(2.22)

k=û

where the fundamental matrix @i is defined by:
<Pi=

(A,)i

(2.23)

Substituting (2.22) into Equation (2.14) and solving the equation, we obtain a relation for x i with H z n as an unknown parameter. Considering terminal time n, we
obtain an equation that specifies z n completely (see Appendix C):

(2.24)
where the matrices Gn and RI, are given by:

(2.25)
k-1

Rk

=

j=O

Bg QjT

@n-k+j

(2.26)

If [ I +GnH]is non-singular, the terminal state xn is given by:
n
X n

= [I G n H ] - l { @ n zf~

RkCgzk}

(2.27)

k=P

With known z n , we are able to determine
(2.13). The control input u0 is given by:

+

r1

and U O , using Equations (2.22) and

uo = -{K - @.,TPH[I GnH]-lGn}~o- K"

n

C{@T_1
- @,TlHnk}Cg%k(2.28)
k=l

For a detailed derivation of Equation (2.28) and of r1, we refer to Appendix

C.
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T h e Number of Preview Steps

From Equations (2.13) and (2.22) it is seen that the input
u0

u0

is given by:

= - K z o - K"T1

(2.29)
(2.30)

(2.31)

As mentioned earlier, it is assumed that the original system is fully controllable.
Therefore, the eigenvalues of the system matrix Ag of the optimal controlled system
are all inside the unit circle and IIAgl[2 is smaller than 1:

O<a<l

IIAsll2 = a

(2.32)

From @ k = (Ag)k it follows that:

(2.33)
And with the definition of the column T I it is seen that:
IlTlllZ

+

n

I ~in-111H~Cnl12- p - l l I c g a l l Z

(2.34)

k l

We assume that IIHz,ll2 is bounded. Then the contribution of z, to TI decreases
for increasing n. For n large enough, the influence may be ignored. From Equation
(2.34), we also see that the contribution of zk to TI decreases as IC increases, at least
if 11zic112 for k=1,2,. . .are all about the same size. We introduce the required number
of preview steps Ip.This number of discrete time steps must satisfy:
o

The influence of the terminal state zn upon T~ may be ignored for n

o

The influence of future values of

Zk

for k

2 Ip upon

TI

2 Ip.

may be ignored.

The required number of preview steps Ip is in fact given by:

5e

(2.35)

where e is a suitably small number so that the demands mentioned earlier hold. If
now n > Ip,the value of T I is determined by the values of the desired output zk for
5 E [i,IJ, so:
IP

7-1

= ca;-lcgzk

(2.36)

k=l

The control input

u0

is now given by:

(2.37)
k=l

In Chapter 4, we will introduce a prediction o f the future values of the desired output.
The equation for u0 derived in this section will then be very usefull.

Chapter 3

The Object t o be Tracked

To determine u g , we see from Equation (2.37) that we need future values of the
desired output z k for IC E [l,Ip].In our application, tracking an object using an
antenna, the desired output is the position of the object to be tracked. Of course,
future values of the position of the object are unknown since it is unknown how the
object is going t o move in the future.
To track the object with unspecified motion, we will in Chapter 4 introduce a
prediction of future values of the desired output. This prediction will b e used t o
compute uo. Before we make a prediction, we will take a closer look at the object
to be tracked. In this chapter we will deduce a model of the object. This model will
be used in the following chapter t o make a prediction of future values of the desired
output and later on as we estimate variables from measurements.

3.2

T h e Model

We want t o track a moving object with forces acting on it. For an aeroplane, these
forces are due t o engine power, friction of the air, angle of the flaps and so on. For
the one dimensional case, Newtons law yields:
mqt>= F ( t )

where m is the mass, z is the position of the object and F is the resulting force on
the object. We do not know F a priori. Let’s assume that the ( p - 2)th derivative of
F is equal to zero, so:

Then from Equations (3.1) and (3.2) we see that this means that we assume:

z(P)(t)= o

(3.3)

We can put Equation (3.3) into a state-space form, with state x t system matrix Af:
O

1

7

O
xt

=

A,“=

(3.4)
O

1

O8
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The discrete state-space equation is easily obtained for this system (see Appendix
D). It yields:
Xt,i+l

(3.5)

= Atqi

The state xt,i consists of the position of the object zi and its derivatives, up to zp-').
If at present time i = U, the state zt,o is known, the state at time b for b U is given

2

L
.
.
.
UY.

Where:

In fact, this model of the object gives the elements of the column xt,k b y a Taylor
series expansion, based on the known state xt,O:

The model of the object to be tracked, deduced in this chapter does not match reality
exactly, because we have assumed that J ' ( P - 2 ) = O. Doing this, the model gives a
prediction of future values of the desired output and its derivatives as a Taylor series
expansion of the values at the present time.
We introduce the order of prediction. This is the highest order derivative taken
into account in the Taylor series expansion, i.e. the order of prediction is p - 1.
Figure 1.4 shows the influence of the order of prediction. The real object position
is zi = sin(i/100), so At is 0.01 sec. The starting time of the predictions is i = 50.
The numbers between brackets stand for the order of prediction. From the figure we
see:
o

According to our intuition, as i gets bigger, the prediction will deviate more
and more from the real object position.

o

For growing order of prediction, the error between the real and predicted object
position is small over a longer time.

In the following chapter, where we derive a control strategy for tracking objects with
unspecified motion, the model will be very usefull. The model of the object to be
tracked will also be used later on in this report, when we look for a way to estimate
the present state xt,0 from measurements.

Chapter 4

Tracking an Object with Unspecified Motion
4.1

Eefiï1iiioïi of the Problem

In Chapter 2, we developed a control strategy that forces the real output of a system

to follow a known desired output. In Chapter 3, we deduced a model for an object
moving in space, that gives us a prediction of future values of the object position
z and its derivatives, based upon values at the present time, using a Taylor series
expansion.
To track an object with unspecified motion, the theory from these two chapters
is combined. The problem is illustrated b y Figure 1.2(a). Our objective is to keep
the line of sight of the antenna near the moving object. In the one dimensional case,
illustrated b y Figure 1.2(b), this means that we want the position of the antenna to
be near the object position. To establish this, the position of the object, relative to
the line of sight, i.e. the error between the actual and desired position of the antenna,
is measured. In the next chapter we will take a closer look at the spring-damper
model of the antenna. To apply the preceeding theory, we introduce the position of
the object z;, the position of the antenna y; and the tracking error e; = gi - zi. The
state of the antenna is represented by x;,the state of the object t o be tracked b y xt,i
and the control input by u;. These definitions agree t o the definitions of Chapters 2
and 3.
For now, we assume that a t the present time the state of the antenna xo and the
state of the object to be tracked xt,O are known.

4.2 T h e Control Input using a Prediction
According t o Equation (2.37), we see that control input u0 is determined b y the
present state of the antenna ZO and by future values of the desired output z k for
k E [l,Ip]:

In Chapter 2, the desired output zi was a prescribed function of time, so future
values were known. In our application, the desired output, i.e. the position of the
object, is not known a priori. At the present time, we only have values of the desired
output t o and derivatives up t o z o - ' ) , which are in q , ~
To. proceed, we shall make
a prediction s k of the desired output zi, for k 2 O.
The model of the object t o be tracked gave a prediction of future values of the
object position and its derivatives, using a Taylor series expansion based on known
values at the present time:

10
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We are interested in a prediction of future values of the position of the object. If
at the present time the position and its derivatives are known, future values are
predicted using a Taylor series expansion, so:

where Ct is choosen in a way that S k is the prediction of Z k , i.e. it selects the first
element from x t , k . Using the model of the object in the prediction makes further
mathematics a lot easier. As said before, the control input u0 is determined by the
present state of the antenna x i and by future values of the desired output Zk for
IC E [ l , I p ] When
.
the desired ouput is replaced by a prediction, the control input is
determined by x o and by S k for IC E [l,Ip].Since the prediction for IC E [I?, 1, co]
has no significant contribution to the control input, nothing stops us from taking
these values into account in the computation of U O . In fact, this means that we set
the number of preview steps t o infinity. Setting I?,= co offers great advantages for
further calculations. The control input u0 using a prediction is given by:

+

Substituting Equation (4.3) into (4.4), we find:

where X is the solution of the Lyapunov equation (see Appendix E):

We have now found a way to determine the control input

u0

for the next increment

using a prediction for future values of the desired output, based on the present
state of the object to be tracked x t , 0 . Control input u0 is applied during the next
increment. After the increment, the point of time at the end of the increment is the
present time. At that time we get new information. A preddiction, based on this
new information is used to compute the new control input, etc. The problem of the
determination of u0 is now reduced t o the determination of states xo and xt,O. In
Chapter 6 we will see some simulations of the antenna tracking the object, assuming
that both states are exactly and completely known. In Chapter 8 , we will present
the results of simulations where the states are estimated from measurements using
the estimation theory from Chapter 7.

Chapter 5

The Tracking Antenna
The t h e ~ r yef the prruims chapters is applied te the pral;!em of tracking aii ûbject,
using a tracking antenna. The antenna is modelled as a system with three degrees
of freedom, as shown by Figure 1.3. The system consists of an antenna, a driver
and a carriage. The connection between the antenna and the driver is represented
b y a spring and a damper, and so is the connection between the carriage and the
environment. The driver consists of a rotor and a stator. The force w between the
rotor and the stator is used t o control the position $* of the rotor. The damping in
the driver is represented by damper bd.
In the state-space description of the model, we use dimensionless parameters
and variables (see figure 1.3). The introduction of the dimensionless parameters and
variables has the following advantages:
a

At first, we don’t have t o know the exact values of the masses, springs, dampers
and so on. We can describe the behaviour of a class of systems, using the same
dimensionless parameters and variables.

o

If we make a physical scale model of the tracking antenna t o test the theory,
we want t o use considerably smaller masses, stifnesses, dampings, etc. If we
make sure that the dimensionless parameters of the model are equal to those
of the real tracking antenna, the dynamical behaviour of both systems will be
comparable.

The dimensionless parameters, used in this paper, are set to:

This means that the stiffness of the carriage and the antenna are the same and the
damping of the foundation i s about twice as big as the damping of the antenna. The
damping of the driver is about one tenth of the antenna damping.
The object-track parameters for the prediction, used t o compute the control
input, are also made dimensionless. The results of simulations, later in this paper,
will be presented in a dimensionless way too.

12
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object with unspecified motion. A description of the problem is given in Chapter 5
and Figure 1.3.
The desired output, i.e. the motion of the object to be tracked, is a sine wave.
We make this choice, because sine waves gives a good idea of the tracking capabilities
of the system. The motion of the object is given by:
z ( t ) = (I! sin(w t )

O
O

< w _< 1
< (I! 5 100

normally w = 0.1
normally (I! = 10

where w is the ratio between the frequency of the sine to be tracked and the eigenfrequency of the antenna. We want to study the tracking capabilities of t h e system for
sines with a frequency that is between zero and the eigenfrequency of the antenna,
i.e. O < w < 1. The variable (I! is the amplitude of the sine. The sample frequency,
used in the simulations, is 10 times the eigenfrequency o f the antenna. In this chapter we assume that at time i , the state z; of the antenna and zt,; of the object are
completely and exactly known. The initial conditions of the antenna are:

S f ( 0 ) = &(O) = o
&(o) = &(O) = o
The results of the simulations are presented in a dimensionless way. T h e main goal of
the simulations is t o gain insight into the behaviour of the system, using our control
strategy. In the simulations, we use w = 0.1 and (I! = 10, i.e. z ( t ) = 10 * sin(O.lt),
unless stated otherwise. The values of the weighting matrices are set to:

R=l

Q = 100

6.1

Predicted versus Known Desired Output

Figure 1.5 shows the tracking error when the control input is computed using the
known desired output. The figure shows that the output of the system is a sine wave
with a smaller amplitude and, after an initial transient stage, no detectable phase
shift. Further on in this paper we will use the following conceptions:
o

In the 'known output case', the control input is computed using the known
desired output.

o

In the 'predicted output case', the control input is computed using the predicted output.
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Figure 1.6 and 1.7 show the tracking error for various orders of prediction. In Chapter

4,we have seen that a prediction of higher order results in a better approximation
of the desired output for a longer time. Since the control input is determined b y
future values of the desired output, we expect that the tracking error will be more
and more like the tracking error we obtained in the known output case as the order
of prediction increases.
Figure L i shows that this is true, at least for the ‘normai’ track. This picture
also shows that using a prediction results in a phase shift in the error that decreases
as the order of prediction increases.
These conclusions are for the ’normal’ track and ratio Q / R as choosen before.
In the following section, we will see that these conclusions don’t always hold.

6.2

Varying the Frequency Ratio w

The model of the antenna and the applied control strategy are both linear. This
means that if the amplitude of the trajectorie increases by a factor n , the tracking
error and the control input needed will both also increase by a factor n if all other
settings are unchanged. So the influence of changing the amplitude of the trajectory
is obvious.
We are interested in the tracking error of the system, tracking a sine wave with
a frequency between zero and the eigenfrequency of the antenna. Figures 1.8 and
1.9 show the maximum values, after the initial transient stage, for both the tracking
error and the control input as a function of the frequency ratio w. The various curves
are for the known output case and for the predicted output case using different order
predictions. Notice that the tracking error has a logarithmic scale. The settings for
Q / R are 100 and 10000 respectively. The amplitude of the trajectory is 1.
From Figure 1.8(a) we see that for increasing u , according to our intuition, both
the tracking error and the control input increase. For example, if w = 0.1, as in
Figure 1.5, the tracking error using a third or higher order prediction nearly equals
the error using the known desired output. The maximum error is less than 0.02% of
the amplitude.
If w increases, the tracking error increases as well as the diiference between the
error in the known output case and the error in the predicted output case. The
tracking error using the known desired output is always less than 10% of the amplitude of the trajectory. The error in the predicted output case can become larger
than the amplitude of the trajectory! The figure also shows that for higher values
for u , a higher order prediction doesn’t always result in a smaller tracking error.
Apparently, the controller with settings as in Figure 1.8 is not capable of tracking trajectories of high frequency. Figure 1.9 shows the maximum tracking error and
control input after the initial transient stage for Q / R = 10000. Again, the tracking
error and control increase for increasing w. From Figure I.9(a) we see that a higher
order prediction now gives a smaller tracking error for all w. The system is now capable of tracking trajectories of higher frequency, at least for higher order predictions.
For w = 1, the higher setting of Q / R gives a tracking error that is less than 0.1%of
the amplitude in the known output case. The tracking error, in the predicted output
case is larger, but for a fifth order prediction the error is now reduced to about 2% of
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the amplitude. A second or third order prediction gives an error that i s considerably
larger (about 20% and 90% respectively).
Comparing Figures 1.8(b) and I.9(b), we see that the control input for the known
output case is almost the same for both settings of &/R.For the predicted output
case, the control input differs considerably, especially if the ratio between Q and R
is small, as in Figure 1.8(b). For larger Q / R , as in Figure I.9(b), the control input
using a prediction is more and more Eke the control input using the known desired
output.
The simulations in this chapter show that the tracking capabilities of the system
are promising. Using a prediction t o compute the control input gives an increase
in the tracking error, compared to the tracking error for the known output case.
To track trajectories of low frequency, a small ratio of Q and R and a third order
prediction are sufficient. If we want t o track trajectories of high frequency, a higher
ratio &/R and a higher order prediction are needed.
In this chapter, we assumed that the state of the antenna and the state of the
object t o be tracked, are exactly known at the present time. In practice, they will
not be: we have t o use measurements to estimate these states. These measurements
are disturbed by noise, which will give estimation errors. The estimation errors will
have great influence on the tracking capabilities of the system, as we will see in Chapter 8. In Chapter 7, we will first present the general theory for estimating a systems
state, based upon the optimal, discrete Kalman-filter theory for time-invariant linear
systems,

Chapter 7

The Discrete Kalrnan-Filter

Consider a linear observable system in discrete time with state x i , control input ui,
measurements mi and sampling period At between measurements. The equations of
the model of the system are given by:

where A is the discrete system matrix and B is the discrete input matrix. Equation
(7.2) is the measurement equation, M is the measurement matrix and m;*
are the
values of the measurements according t o our model.
The model gives a usefull, but however incomplete discription of the system. We
assume that the behaviour of the real system is given by:

where xT,i and mi are the real state and measurements and wi and D; represent errors
on the state equation and measurement equation, caused b y aspects that are left out
in the model. They are due t o the fact that the model we use does not match reality
exactly. This is caused by 'higher order dynamics', extern disturbances, measurement
noise, etc. We assume that wi and wi are white noise signals with mean zero and
known, constant, symmetric intensity matrices V, and V, respectively. We also
assume that wi and wi are non-correlated.
We assume that for each point of time i E [io, ie] the control input ui and measiirement mi are known. From these known quantities, we want t o get an estimztte
2ie for the present state x T , i e . Notice that the present time is now represented b y
i,. In Chapter 2, the control input u0 at the present time was determined by future
values o f the desired output. The estimate of the present state is determined b y
control inputs and measurements from the past. For the sake of uniformity, we use
i, = O and io = -n. Let 2i be an estimate for x i . Generally, this estimate will not
satisfy the state equation and the measurement equation, so the residues E; and (i
from

will not equal zero. Our aim is t o determine 2i for i E [-.,O]
functional of ( i and (i is minimized. This functional is given by:
-1
z=-n
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where the matrices W and V weigh the residues &+i and (i respectively. B o t h W
and V may be choosen symmetric without any loss of generality. The contributions
to the performance functional must be non-negative. This causes both matrices to
be at least semi positive definite. Later on, the inverse of V is needed. This requires
that V is non-singular. Kalman's theory states that the optimal state estimate is
obtained if W and V are equal t o the inverse of V, and V, respectively:

- TXTT
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V=VT
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(7.8)

v=v;1

(7.9)

Solution of the Problem

Variation calculus states that J can be minimal if and only if ó J = O for all permissible 62i of 2;. As shown in Appendix F, this results in:
for - n _< i

<O

V;l[; - ATV;'&+l

- MTV['(;

=O

VJ'co = O (7.10)

The equations for 2; can be obtained, using definitions (7.5) and (7.6) of ( and
With the abbrevation

<.

(7.11)
we find after some elementary calculations (see Appendix F):
for - n _ < i < O
for - n 5 i

2;+1 = A?; f Bui

+ V.'A;+i

< O Ai = ATAi+l + MTV'.l{mi - M&}

(7.12)
A0

=O

(7.13)

where 2-n is a chosen initial state estimate. As in Chapter 2, Equations (7.12)
and (7.13) have split boundary conditions and are numerically unstable. Again, a
suitable transformation evades the aforementioned problem. Without any restriction
we may substitute:

5; = QA; t r;

(7.14)

where Q is a constant, as yet unspecified matrix. A suitable choice for Q (see
Appendix G) turns out t o be the symmetric, positive definite solution of the discrete
algebraic matrix Ricatti equation:

Q - V, - AQ[I + MTV;lMQ]-lAT = O

Q=QT

(7.15)

Q20

Substitution of Equation (7.14) in Equations (7.12) and (7.13) results in a system in
A;, Ai+l, 0, ri and Tis1, see Appendix G:
for
for

- n 5 i < O A; = AfTA;+1 t CjMr; + Cjm; A0 = O
- n _< i < O r;+1 = Ajr; + Bu;+ K j m ; r-, = 2-,

where the matrices A f , C f and

li;j

-

(7.16)

- &A-, (7.17)

are defined by:

A f = A - AQ[I + MTV['MQ]-'MTV;'M
cj = -[I$MTV;1MQ]-lM T v,-1

= A - KjM

K j = AQ[I + MTVrlMQ]-lMTVL1 = -AQCj

(7.18)
(7.19)
(7.20)
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The solution of Equation (7.17) is easily obtained, in fact it is given by:
for - n

5 i<O

Where the fundamental matrix

ri

= T;+nr-,

Y; and the column

+ q;

(7.21)

7; are defined by:

(7.22)
(7.23)
We are interested only in the estimate of the present state 00. From Equation (7.14),
it is seen that ZO= 0 x 0 TO and since A0 = O, the estimate 00 is given by:

+

(7.24)

0

The eigenvalues of matrix A f all lie inside the unit circle, because is the symmetric,
positive definit solution of the discrete matrix Ricatti equation. Because of this
propertie of A f , Y; will tend t o zero as i increases, so:
lim
;-so3

Ti = O

(7.25)

The term Y,T-, in Equation (7.24) will decrease as n increases. For n sufficiently
large, we may state:
20

= qo

(7.26)

From the preceding, we find that the optimal estimate 00 is determined by:

(7.27)

7.3

T h e Extended Model

The theory of the preceding part of this chapter can be used t o get an estimate of
the present state of the antenna 20 and the object t o be tracked xt,0. To make such
an estimate, we have measurements of the driver position 4j and the tracking error
e j = yj - zj for all points of time we measured on in the past. The driver position,
according to our model, is an element of the state of the antenna. The tracking
error, according to our model, is determined b y the state of the antenna and the
state o f the object. To define the measurement equation, the state of the antenna
and the state of the object are combined into an extended state equation. The state
equations of the antenna and the object are given by:

(7.28)
(7.29)
The extended model and the measurement equation are given by:

+

a;+1 = AZ; Bu;
m;*= MZ;

(7.30)
(7.31)
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A,B )extended state Zi and column ms are given by:
(7.32)

The matrix M is choosen so that m: contains the aforementioned measurements,
according to our model. As in section 7.i, the model is an Iïicûmp!ete discription of
the system. 'vv, assume that the behaviour- uf the ï e d system is giver; 5,:

(7.33)
(7.34)
where columns ZT,; and m; are the real state and measurements and column o;
represents the measurement errors. The column 'lei is given by:

[ ]

'lo; = ; ;

(7.35)

where zo; and wt,;
represent the errors on the state equation of the antenna and the
object respectively. In the simulations of the following chapter, we want to study
the influence of using our model of the object t o estimate the state of the object.
To get a clear picture of this influence, we assume that the model of the antenna
matches reality exactly, i.e. w; = O.
The model of the object does not match reality, since we assumed that the ( ~ - 2 ) ~ ~
derivative of the force F on the object is zero (see Chapter 3). In reality this will of
course not be the case. In the design of the state estimator, the force is assumed to
be white noise with intensity V,. The measurement errors are also assumed to be
white noise with intensity matrix V,.
In our application, the force on the object is of course not white noise, but a
sine. The measurements of 4 and e have a resolution, so v isn't white noise either.
As said before, in the design of the state estimator, both w and o are assumed t o
be white noise with intensity matrices V, and V,. Simulations have to show which
choices for V, and Vv are suited.
The ratio between V, and V, shows where we want t o emphasize on when we
make an estimate of the present state of the object. A large ratio means that we
put little trust our model of the object, as we assume that it matches reality very
poorly. A small ratio means that we expect the model t o resemble reality very well.

Chapter 8

Simulations: Tracker and Estimator
8. l.

Intiroduct ion

In Chapter 6, we discussed some simulations of the system, with the control strategy
derived in the preceding part of this report. We assumed that both the state of the
tracking antenna and the state of the object were completely and exactly known.
In this chapter we will drop this assumption partially. The state xt is now
estimated, using the extended state-space equation and the Kalman-filter theory
of the previous chapter. The estimation is based on the known control input, the
extended model and measurements of the tracking error e; and the driver position
di. These measurements have a resolution of 0.1, i.e. measurements are rounded to
one decimal. We assume that the model of the antenna matches reality exactly. The
system is controlled b y the control strategy as in Chapter 6. To compute the control
input, we now use the state zo and estimated state &,o.
When we apply the control and observation strategy t o the system, there are still
a lot of variables that influence the performance of the system:
o

The order of prediction.

o The

ratio between matrices Q and

o The ratio between matrices

V,

R.

and

V,.

In the simulations, we will study the influence o f these variables on the performance
of the system. We will also see the influence of w and (Y,being the frequency ratio
and amplitude of the sine to be tracked. The sample frequency is ten times the
eigenfrequency of the antenna, as in Chapter 6. The amplitude of the sine wave t o
be tracked is 10, unless stated otherwise. The initial conditions of the antenna equal
those of Chapter 6. The initial estimate for the state of the object equals the real
state.
8.2

T h e Setting of

V,

In Section 7.3, we already discussed the ratio between V, and V,. The estimate of the
state is influenced by the model of the object to be tracked and by the measurements.

If the ratio is set t o a small value, the model has great influence on the estimation.
If the ratio is set t o a bigger value, the influence of the model will become less and
the influence of the measurements grows. The chosen V, in the simulations is given
by:

v,

=

[

10-3
O 1
20
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In choosing V,, we can emphasize either the model or the measurements when we
make an estimation.
Figures 1.10 to 1-12 show the effect of V, on the estimation errors for position,
speed and acceleration when we use a fifth order prediction for future values of the
desired output. The estimation error is the difference between the estimated and
the real value. We track the 'normal' trajectory (w = 0.1 and a! = 10). Figure 1.13
shows the tracking error for the chosen values of V,.
From Figures I.iû to L i 2 it is seen that the optimal setting Îor V, €or a fifth
order prediction, tracking the 'normal' track, is 5 * lo-'.
Optimal here means that
the estimation errors are the smallest. For the optimal setting, the influence of
the model and the measurements on the estimation is best in balance. If we set
the estimate is more influenced b y the model. Due to the model
V, = 5 *
the
errors, the estimation errors are larger and more sine like. If V, is set 5 *
estimation is more influenced by the measurements. Because these measurements
are disturbed by the resolution, the estimation errors are larger and more noise like.
Taking a closer look at the estimation errors for the optimal setting for V,, we
see that the maximum of the estimation error for the position is less than 1%of the
amplitude. For the speed this is about 5% of the amplitude and for the acceleration
about 20%. Higher order derivatives give an error that is even larger. For the fifth
order derivative, the maximum estimation error equals the amplitude.
Figure 1.13 shows the tracking error for the settings of V,. The optimal setting
gives the smallest tracking error. If V, is set 5 * lo-', the errors due to model errors
and the errors due t o measurement noise are in best balance. For every other setting
of V,, the estimation errors and the tracking error will be larger.
The results of this section are for the 'normal' track, using a fifth order model of the
object to be tracked. If the order of the model is less, w larger or a! larger, the optimal setting for V, will be a larger value, i.e. we must emphasize the measurements
more. When the order of the used model is less, the optimal value of V, is larger
and the setting of V, is less critical. The optimal settings for a third, fourth and
and V, = 0.1 respectively.
fifth order model are V, = 5 t lo-', V, =

8.3

Varying the Frequency Ratio w

As stated in Chapter 6, we are interested in tracking sine waves with a frequency
that is between zero and the eigenfrequency of the antenna, i.e. O < w < 1. In
Section 6.2 we saw that the tracking error increases very fast as w gets larger. The
tracking error can be reduced t o any desired v d u e by increasing the ratio &/R.In
Chapter 6 the state q 0 , containing the object track parameters, was exactly known,
in this chapter we use estimations.
Figure 1.14 shows the maximum tracking error and control input, after the initial
transient stage, for trajectories with a! = 10 and a frequency ratio for w that is
between O and 1. We use a fifth order model and the three curves are for the same
values of V, as in the previous section. This figure shows:
o

From Figure 1.14(a) we see again that V, = 5 * lo-' is the optimal setting
for the 'normal' track. Setting V, = 5 lo-',
the estimate is influenced
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more by the model. This setting is optimal for trajectories of lower frequency
(w N 0.05). V, = 5 *
is optimal for higher values of w (w N 0.15). For
larger V,, the optimal value of w changes very little.
o

The smaller V,, the smaller the range in which the tracking error is small.
Setting V, = 5 * 1O-I' gives a maximum tracking error that is about 2% of
L1ne ampBtüde of the trajectory ( o d y twice BS large as the resolution), biut the
ïange of w in which th,iu error is o h t ~ n e dis very small, w < 0.06. If V,is set
the smallest maximum tracking error is about 5% of the amplitude,
5*
but the range in which this tracking error is obtained is much larger, up to
w = 0.15.

o

Finally, Figure 1.14(a) shows that we are not able to track trajectories of high
frequency. For w > 0.2, the maximum tracking error is larger than 10% of the
amplitude of the trajectory. If V, is set 5 * lo1', the tracking error for w = 0.2
is already about as big as the amplitude.

In Section 6.2, we saw that a higher ratio Q / R results in a smaller tracking error,
especially for higher values of w . In Figure 1.14, Q / R was 100. In Figure 1.15, Q / R
is 10000 while all other settings are left unchanged. Comparing these figures, we see
that increasing Q / Rresults in some decrease of the tracking error, but this decrease
is far from the decrease we obtained in Section 6.2. This is due to the fact that
we used exact information about the object track parameters in Chapter 6. In this
chapter we use estimates based on an incorrect model, especially for trajectories of
high frequency, and measurements that measured with a resolution.
For small values of w , the decrease in tracking error is small. Looking at Figures
L14(b) and 1.15(b), we see that the increase in the control input is considerable,
Then the estimate is influenced mainly by the
especially if V, is set 5 *
measurements. Because of the resolution errors, the estimates are disturbed too.
Because of the higher ratio Q / R , the system reacts to these errors by using higher
control inputs.
Untill now, we have used a fifth order model. Figure 1.16 shows the maximum
tracking error and control input for a third order model. The optimal setting of V,
for the 'normal' track is 0.1 now. In the figure, the curves are for V, = 0.01,O.l and
1. All other settings are the same as in Figure 1.14. For a third order model, the
setting of V, is less critical, as Figure 1.16 shows. All three settings give about the
same maximum tracking error for small values of w . The increase in the tracking
error is smoother, compared to the fifth order model. Figures 1.16(b) and 1.14(b)
show that, using a third order prediction, gives a considerable increase in the desired
control input.

8.4

Varying the Amplitude

a

at Low Frequencies

In the application of tracking aeroplanes, we are interested in the tracking capabilities
of the system for trajectories of low frequency, especially in the tracking capabilities
for w < 0.1 (the eigenfrequency of the physical antenna is about 30 Hz).The optimal
settings for the system in this range are the fifth order model, V, = 5 * lo-' and
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Q/R = 100.

We choose a fifth order model and not the third order because the
required control input is considerably less.
Figure 1.17 shows the tracking error and the control input of the system for these
settings. The trajectory tracked is the ’normal’ one. From the figure we see that the
maximum tracking error is less than 3 % of the amplitude and the maximum control
input is about 2.5. The rapid changes in the control input are due to estimation
errors, caused b y the measurement errors and the model errors.
In Figures 1.18 and 1.19, we see the tracking error and the control input Îor
tracking a trajectory with an amplitude of 100 and 1 respectively. T h e frequency
ratio w is 0.1, the same as for the ’normal’ track. AU other settings are the same as
in Figure 1.17. From the figures we see:
o

o

If a = 100, the tracking error is more sine like and has a maximum that is
about 1.5%of the amplitude. The effect of increasing the amplitude is the
same as increasing w , but much less pronounced. By reducing the influence of
the model in the estimation, i.e. setting V, t o a larger value, the tracking error
can be reduced t o about 0.5% of the amplitude. The maximum control input
needed t o track a trajectory of higher amplitude is of course much larger.
Tracking a trajectory with CY = 1 gives a tracking error that is in absolute value
about as large as the tracking error for the normal track, i.e. about 20% of the
amplitude. This is due t o the fact that the relative measurement error is ten
times as big now, i.e. the resolution is 10%of the amplitude of the trajectory.

From the simulations in this chapter, we conclude that the maximum tracking error
for the ’normal’ track, using the optimal settings, is about 3 % of the amplitude of
the trajectory. For smaller values of w , we can even reduce the maximum error to

about 0.05, i.e. half the resolution. As w increases, the tracking error increases very
rapidly. For w > 0.3, the tracking error is larger than 10% of the amplitude for all
settings and about as large as the amplitude for the optimal settings for the normal
track. Both the control input and tracking error show rapid changes which may
be undesirable or unacceptable. To take this into account, a new definition of the
performance functional is necessary or a new control strategy m-ust b e considered.

Chapter 9

Conclusions and Recommendations.
Lz this report we derired a coctre! law arid ghservation law

for trackine; an object
with unspecified motion. The control law is linear in both the state of the antenna
and the state of the object t o be tracked. The observation law gives an estimate
that is linear in the previous estimate, the control input and the measurements.

In the first simulations of this report, we assumed that both the state of the antenna and the object were completely and exactly known. Applying the control law
t o the system, we are able t o reduce the tracking error t o any desired quantity if the
desired output is known a priori.
We have introduced a model of the object t o be tracked. The model gives a
prediction of future values of the desired output based upon known values of the
object position and its derivatives at the present time using a Taylor series expansion.
The order of prediction indicates how many terms are taken into account in the
Taylor series expansion.
Using this prediction to compute the control input gives an increase in the tracking error, especially for tracking sines of high frequency. If the order of prediction is
high enough, this increase is almost zero for low frequencies and the tracking error
for high frequencies is still very small.
In practice, the states of the antenna and the object t o be tracked are not exactly
known. In the second part of this report, we have studied the influence of using a
model of the object to estimate its state from measurements. Here, the state of the
antenna is still assumed to be exactly known.
Using the estimate to compute the control input gives a considerable increase
in the tracking error. For high frequencies (higher than about 15%of the eigenfrequency of the antenna), the combination of control and observation law gives an
unacceptable error. For frequencies that are below 10%of the eigenfrequency, the
maximum tracking error can be reduced t o about 3 times the resolution on the measurement s.
By setting the ratio between 'intensity' matrices V, and V,, we can emphasize in
the estimation algorithm on either the model of the object or the measurements.
If the model is emphasized too much, we obtain a tracking error that is about
the resolution on the measurements for very low frequencies. But the tracking error increases very fast if the frequency increases. This is due to the fact that the
model matches reality less if the frequency increases. If, on the other hand, the
measurements are emphasized too much, we obtain relatively large errors even for
low frequencies because of the fact that measurement errors due to the resolution
are hardly filtered. The optimal setting gives a small error for frequencies between
zero and one thenth of the eigenfrequency. As the order of the prediction increases,
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the setting of the ratio is more critical.
From the simulations, we see that a fifth order model gives the best results. Higher
order derivatives can not be estimated accurately enough t o give a smaller tracking
error. If the measurements are more accurate or more quantities can be measured,
the tracking enor will seduce considerably.
The fact that our measurements have a resolution makes it hard to filter the errors. For the present system, it is impossible t o obtain a tracking error that is
smaller than half the resolution, simply because smaller errors are measured as zero.
The errors also give rapid changes in the control input. Again, more accurate or
extra measurements could solve these problems.
In the performance functional, we have only taken into account the tracking error. To get a more steady picture, one could propose t o take into account also the
speed error, i.e. the difference between the speed of the antenna and the object.
Simulations have shown that the effect is very small, because the order o f prediction
is smaller and the estimation errors are larger for higher order derivatives. Taking
the acceleration into account also hardly affects the performance of the system.

In this report, we have considered a one-dimensional linear model of the antenna.
The real tracking antenna features all sorts of non-linearities, such as geometric
non-linearities, non-linear stiffnesses and damping, friction, tolerances, etc. It i s
not known at the moment how our linear control and observation law are going to
deal with such features. In Appendix H, some robustness test are presented. These
simulations show that the performance of the system is very sensitive for errors in
the dimensionless parameters. In a practical application, these errors will certainly
occur, so a profound robustness analisys should be made t o study this. If the present
control strategy can’t handle the features in a proper way, an adaptive form of the
control and observation law might be considered or a completely different control
strategy.

Appendix A

We consider a h e a r discrete time-invariant system of the form:

Let zi be the desired output and let the error ei be defined by:

Let the performance functional J for the time interval [O, n]be given b y the relation:

For functional J we write:

We wish t o determine the control input ui which minimizes the functional J while
the functions yi and u; in J are related by the system equations. In order t o find the
optimal control input Lagrange's theorem is used. Define the new functional J*:

where Xi+l is a column with Lagrange parameters. In order for functional J t o be
minimal, functional J* must be stationary, so for each permissible variation of the
variables z, u and X the variation of J* must be zero. This yields:

for all Sui for i E [O,n- i].

for all SA; for i E [i,n].
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(A.9)
Equations (A.7),

for O

(AA)and (A.9) show that zi, ui and X i must satisfy t h e equations:

5i<n
ui = - R - W X i + l
(A.lO)
for 1 5 i < n
~ i +=
l A zf
~ Bui
zo = known
(A.11)
for 1 5 i < n A; = ATXi+l + CT&{Csi - zi} A, = CTQ{Csn- zn}(A.12)

Appendix

B

We consider the equations defining the optimal control input for a linear controllable
time-invariant discrete system:

5i<n
ui = - R - ~ B ~ A ; + ~
z;+l = AZ; + Bui
for O 5 i < n
for O < i < n A; = ATA;+l - CTQ{z;- Cz;}
for O

Introducing a new function

T;

zo = known

A, = CTQ{Cz, - z,}

(B.1)
(B.2)
(B.3)

and a constant matrix P by setting:

+

A; = Pz;

Ti

we obtain the relations:

~ ; + l=

u; = -R-1BT(Pz;+1

+

t T;+1}

[I B R - l B T P ] - l A ~ ; - [I + BR-lBTP]-lBR-lBT~i+l
Px;f T ; = AT{Pz;+1 T ; + I } - CT&{z; - C Z ~ }

+

After some elementary calculations the last equation yields:

+
+ + CTQzi= O

{P - ATP[I t BR-1BTP1-1A - CTQC}z;
AT{PII BR-lBTP]-lBR-lBT
- I}T;+~
T;

+

With the boundary conditions:
zo = known

and

Pz, + T, = CTQ{Cz, - zn}

Let P b e a solution of the discrete algebraic matrix Riccati equation:
ï
The function

T;

- ATPII + B R - l B T î ] - l A

- CTQC= O

has t o satisfy the equation:

+

r; = A T { I - P B [ B T P B R]-lBT}~;+l
- CTQz;
T,

= [CTQC - PIX, - CTQZ,

For a controllable linear time-invariant system in discrete time the unique, sym-

metric, positive definite solution of the matrix Riccati equation makes the optimal
system be stable, since the eigenvalues of the matrix AT{I- P B [ B T P B B]-lBT}
are all inside the unit circle. To obtain this property for system, matrix P must
satisfy:

+

P=PT

P>O

(B.12)

Substituting Equation (B.2) into Equation (B.l) gives the following equation for u;:
u; =

-R-1BT{P{Azi -I-Bui}
28
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Tifl}

(B.13)

Appendix B
Premultiplying with

R and rewriting

ui = - [ R

29

the equation we find:

+ B * P B ] - I B T P A ~-i [R + B T B P ] B T ~ i + i

(B.14)

Using the matrix inversion lemma, we find:

and

+

[ I BR-lBTP1-1

= I

- B[BTPB + R y B T P

(B.16)

We define the following matrices:

+

Ag = A - B [ R BTPB]-'BTPA = A
Bg = -B[R$BTPB]-lBT

c,

+ BgPA

= -CTQ

K = [Rt BTPB]-'BTPA = K " P A
K" = [ R t B T P B y B T
H = P-CTQC

(B.17)
(B.18)
(B.19)
(B.20)
(B.21)
(B.22)

Using these definitions in Equations (B.14), (B.6) and ( B . l l ) , we obtain the following
equations:

for O 5 i
for O 5 i
for O < i

<n
<n
<n

-Kx; - Kwri+l
xis1 = A,x;
Bgr;+l xo = given
r; = ATr;+1 Cgzi r, = -Hz, Cgzn
u; =

+
+

+

(B.23)
(B.24)
(B.25)

Appendix C

Consider the equations:

-p

u. = -i(zo

+

for O 5 i < n xi+1 = Agz;
for 0 < i < n T i = AFT;+l
The function

~i

r l

BgTi+l

t cgZi

x o = given
Tn = -Hxn

+

CgZn

is the solution o f Equation (C.3). It is given by:

where the fundamental matrix @; is defined by:
@>i

= (Ag)'

Substitution of Equation (C.4) in Equation (C.2) gives the following equation for zi
for i E [ i , n ] :

To solve Equation (C.3), we need terminal state zn. Considering time n, we obtain
an equation that specifies zn completely:

After some elementary equations, we find:

where the matrices Gn and i& are given by:

(C.10)

If [I -t G n H ] is non-singular, the terminal state xn can be determined as follows:
(C.11)
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To obtain U O , we must determine T I . Substitution of Equation (C.11) into (C.4)
gives the following equation for T I :

Substitution of Equation (C.12) into ((3.1)gives, after some elementary equations:

Appendix D

We want to find an equivalent discrete system for a linear time-invariant system with
state ~ ( t control
),
input u(t) and output y(t). The equations of the system are:

+

k ( t ) = A C z ( t ) BCu(t)
y(t) = CCX(t)t DCu(t)

AC is the system matrix, BCis the input matrix, C" is the output matrix and D"
is the throughput matrix.
In a digital system, the control input is switched to new values at discrete points
of time, with a zero-order hold between switchings. The time between switchings
is called the sampling period At. We consider the case were the points of time at
wich the control input is switched are the same points of time at wich observations
(measurements) of the output y(t) are made. These points of time are:
ti =

int

for

i = 0 , 1 , 2 ,....

From Equation (D.2) we deduce for discrete points of time ti:

+ D%(ti)

y(t;) = C"Z(ti)

The solution of Equation (D.l) is:

where t b is an arbitrary starting time and @ ( t , t b ) is the fundamental matrix of the
system. Applying this relation for t = t;+l and t b = ti we find:

Since the control input is constant over the considered interval, i.e. u(.) = u(ti)
for ti < r 5 ti+l. If we replace z(t;+l),~ ( t ; )y(ti)
,
and u(ti) by zi+l, xi, y; and ui
respectively, Equations (D.6) and (D.4) give the state-space equation and the output
equation of the equivalent discrete system:
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where:

A = e AcAt

(D.9)

At

B = [ S e ~ ~ ~ d r l ~ c

c

(D.lO)

o

= C"
D = Dc

(D.ll)
(D.12)

As mentioned before, the matrices of the discrete system obtained here, are for
the case where the points of time at which observations are made are the same as
the points of time at which the control input is switched. If this is not the case,
the equations that give the matrices for the equivalent discrete system are slightly
different. We refer t o [3].

Appendix

E

Consider the equation:

k=l
co

k=O

We introduce the matrix

M and find the following equation for matrix X:

Looking at Equation (E.2), we see that matrix X is the solution of the equation:

Premultiplying Equation (E.3) with AST gives:

This equation is a Lyapunov equation, which can easily be solved numerically and
gives us the solution for matrix X .
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We consider the equations:

Let the performance functional J for the time interval [-n, O] be given b y the relation:

In order for functional J to be minimal, the functional must be stationary. So for
each permissible variation of 2, the variation of J must be zero. This yields:

Where:

Substituting Equations (F.5) and (F.6) into Equation (F.4), we obtain for SJ:
-1

SJ =

{S9T+1VG1[;+l - SZ;
AT[AT V,-1

[i+i

+ MTV,'<;]}

a=-n

(F.7)

The fact that 69; as well as 69i+l appear in S J , causes problems for further calculations. For the first term in the sum of Equation (F.7), we deduce:
-1

-1

{J9$1VL1[i+1} =
a=-n

{S2TVi1[;} - S2t.TnVJ1[-n
a=-n

+ S2rVJ1c,

(F.8)

Substituting Equation (F.8) into Equation (F.7), gives the following equation for SJ:
SJ

-1

=
a=-n

T

-1

{S2T[VG1[; - A V,

-S9t.TnvJ1[-n

,

[$+i-

T

-1

M V,

+ 62:v;1[0

<;I}
(F.9)

The demand for SJ = O for all ó9 gives:
for

-n 5 i < O

V;l[; - ATV-l[;+l
20
- M T V ~ l <=
i 0

VG1c0= O(F.lO)

We introduce the abbrivation:
Xi+1

= V?'[i+l = Vi1{9;+l - A2i - Bui}

35
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Substitution of Equation (F.ll) and (F.2) in Equation (F.10), shows that $i and Xi
must satisfy the equations:

+

+

for - n 5 i < O
&+I = AZ; Bui
VJ~X;+~
for - n 5 i < O X i = ATXi+l IMTV,-l{mi - MOi} Xo = O

+

where 2-n is a chosen initial state estimate.

(F.12)

(F.13)

Appendix G

We consider the equations defining the optimal state estimation for a controllable
and observable linear time-invariant system in discrete time:

+

+

for - n < i < O
$;+i = A$i
Bui VJIX;+l
Xi
=
ATXi+l
MTVV1{m;
- Mi$} Xo = O
for - n 5 i < O

+

(G.1)
(G.2)

where 2-, is a chosen initial state estimate. Introducing a new function ~i and a
constant matrix Q b y setting:

+ ri

2; =

(G.3)

We obtain, after some calculations, the relations:

+

Xi = [I t MTV;lMO]-l{ATX;+l
MTV;lrni - MTVrlMri}
~ i + 1= Ar;
AQXi [Vw- Q]Xi+l Bui

+

+

+

(G.4)
(G.5)

The matrix inversion Lemma states:

[I+ MTVt'MQ] = I

+ MT[V, + M$MT]-lMQ

(G.6)

Substituting Equation (G.4) into Equation (G.5) and using the matrix inversion
Lemma, we find that ~i has t o satisfy the equation:
Ti+l

=

+
+

{ A - A Q [ I t MTVJIMQ]-lMTVclM}~i
{ A Q [ I MTV;lMQ]-lAT
Vw - $}Xi+i
{AQ[I + M ~ v ; ~ M Q , I - ' M ~ v ; ~t} ~ui
~

+

+

(G.7)

Let Q be the symmetric positive-definite solution of the discrete matrix Ricatti
equation:

- Vw- A & [ I

+ MTV;lMQ]-lAT

=O

Q=QT

QLO

(G.8)

The equations for Xi and ~i are now given by:

+

+

Xi = [I MTVJIMQ]-l{ATXi+l MTV;'mi - MTVV1Mri} (G.9)
ri+i = { A - A Q [ I MTVrlMQ]-lM T V,-1 M } T ~
(G.lO)
+{A$[I + M ~ V ; ~ M Q ] - ' M ~ V ; ~ )B ~U ~

+

+

Using the matrix inversion Lemma once again and defining:

A j = A - AQ[I + MTVrlMQ]-lMTV;lM

+

= -[I M T V , - ~ M Q ] - w V ; 1
I C j = A$[I t M v,-lMQ]-lMTV[l
cj

= A - KjM

= -A&Cj

(G.ll)
(G.12)
(G.13)

We obtain:

(G.14)
5 i < O A; = AfXi+1 + CjMr; + Cjmi XO = O
T-, = 2-, - &L,(G.15)
for - n 5 i < O
r;+1 = Ajri + Bui + Kjmi
for - n
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A Robustness Test
untill now, we have assumed that the model of the antenna represented ï e d i t y
exactly, except for a noise uncertainty. In practice, there will also be plant parameter
perturbations, i.e. the system matrices will not match those of the real system. The
dynamical behaviour of our system is determined b y the dimensionless parameters:
TT

Parameter pd is given by pd = 1 - pa. Untiu now, the system matrix used to design
the control and observation law equals the system matrix A of the real system. Of
course, the parameters in the system matrix of the model will not match the real
parameters exactly and the sytem matrix will not be constant due t o all sorts of nonlinearities. In this appendix we will present the results of some simple robustness
tests.
In these tests, the dimensionless parameters in the system matrix are varied one
by one. The real system is represented by the values of the parameters mentioned
before. In the design of the control and observation law, the varied values are used.
In the simulations we apply the control and observation law, based on the varied
values to the system. The response of the system gives us an indication about the
robustness.
Simulations have shown that varying the parameters p j , /3j or K one b y one never
gives any problems. For any value between zero and infinity, the system is stable
and there is no considerable increase in the tracking error or the control input.
Errors in p a , Pa or ,8d may cause problems. In Figures 1.20 to 1.22, we see
the tracking error as a function of the multiplication factor, i.e. the ratio between
the parameter used in the control and observation iaw design and the value of the
parameter in the real system. The tracking error in the figures is the maximum
tracking error during a simulation over a large time interval. The trajectory is the
’normal’ one. We use the ’optimal’ settings as in Figure 1.17. If the system is stable,
the maximum tracking error will be about 0.3. The figures show:
o

o

o

Figure 1.20 shows that if the value of P d for the design of the control and
observation law is more than 4 times its real value, the system is unstable.
Between O and 4 times the real value, the system is stable and there’s no
considerable increase in the tracking error.
Figure 1.21 shows the sensitivity of the system for varying ,Ba. The system is
stable if ,Ba is choosen between 0.8 and 1.2 times the real value. If it is outside
that range, instability will occur.
The sensitivity of the system for variations in pa is large. Figure 1.22 shows
that the system is stable in a small range between 0.995 and 1.005 times the
38
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original value. Outside that range intability will occur. Notice thath the small
range of 0.5% in pa allows variations in Ja and Jd of about 5%.
The preceding tests show that the system with the settings as used isn’t very robust,
especially for variations in ,Ba and p a . If the control strategy is applied to a physical
system, these variations will certainly occur. We want t o emphasize that these tests
are only carried out to get an indication OF the robustness of the system. Maybe by
changing settings (the order o f prediction, QlR or VW/+izlj,the robustness earl be
increased. It is also still unknown how the system is going to react if the parameters
are simultaniously varied or if they vary in time. The simulations show however that
a profound investigation about the robustness of the system is neccessary.
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